
Demographic: Female, 58 yrs, North America

Clinical features extracted from the case and entered into the query box:
severe right upper quadrant abdominal pain
family history of colon cancer

STOP!

Before you read further you might want to construct your own:
- Final diagnosis

In the following section you will find:
- The final diagnosis of the case
- Did Isabel suggest the final diagnosis

Final Diagnosis of the case according to NEJM:
Poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinoma arising in tubulovillous adenoma of the cecum, with metastasis to the liver

Was the final diagnosis given by Isabel:
Yes, Colorectal cancer and liver neoplasms in Neoplastic diseases
Isabel Differential:

Enter clinical features
- Age: adult (50-64 yrs)
- Gender: female, male
- Pregnancy: not specified

Refine search:
- Show diagnoses
- Causative drugs
- Bioterrorist agents

Enter clinical features, no negatives, no numbers:
- Severe right upper quadrant abdomen
- Family history of colon cancer

Add a clinical feature
Get checklist
Clear search

Isabel is not meant to replace your clinical judgment.

Diagnoses

Most Relevant

Sort by: most relevant
Action: select
Show: 10, 20, 30, all

Liver Neoplasms
- Typhilitis / Necrotizing Colitis
- Pseudomembranous / Drug-Induced Colitis
- Colorectal Cancer

Why did this diagnosis come up?
- We matched the terms: quadrant | abdominal | abdomen | pain | cancer

Degree of match between query entered and Isabel database (fast clinical probability): 100%

Ovarian Neoplasms
- Gynecology
- Gastroenterology

Why did this diagnosis come up?
- We matched the terms: abdominal | abdomen | pain | cancer | colon

Degree of match between query entered and Isabel database (fast clinical probability): 71%

Cholelithiasis
- Hepatology
- Gastroenterology

Aortic Aneurysm / Dissection
- Vascular

Ovarian Torsion
- Gynecology

Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
- Gynecology

Feedback: